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CANADA 
Tyson Jost [4-3-6-9]  
Coming full circle RE: U17 Camp performance back in 2014 with #1C ability, Jost is making a statement 
with his NHL ready game. High end artwork is missing though with Jost it could be he's focused on 
playing smart hockey. The way he has embraced contact, and plays every inch of all zones hard is 
overwhelmingly exciting. It has been awhile since a prospect of his scoring pedigree outside of the top 
5 has been this well rounded.  
  
Dante Fabbro [4-0-5-5]  
Top D is showing his supreme thinking man's game on a bigger stage and delivering to everyone's 
satisfaction. Can walk the line in the offensive zone with NHL spring, and 5 assists are results of his 
facilitation. Defensive zone reads are smooth because of how advanced his vision and thought 
mapping is - he wouldn't know how to panic even if you taught and told him to. 
  
David Quenneville [4-3-2-5]  
Some just like to pump small for small's sake. Quenneville is no charity case, and he plays like he's the 
focal point even if he's on the last pairing. Tied for 5th in the entire tournament field for SOG with 17, has 
a PPG, and 2GWG. He's not only stepping up and making a serious difference offensively, he's excelling 
in all the areas you typically have to make excuses for small D - notably physical play and on retreivals 
facing pressure. Quenneville isn't just attempting things physically, he's manhandling bigger players with 
incredible pound for pound power. On one play the puck slid off his stick as he was looking for the outlet 
and went to the forechecker's, without much windup/fanfare and he stepped up and laid the opponent on 
his ass. He's a rare breed. 
  
Evan Fitzpatrick [2GP, .970SVS, 1GAA]  
Fitzpatrick isn't just hiding behind a quality CAN team, he's showing grade A reflexes on both glove and 
pad. His play should earn him the starter role moving forward. 
  

CZECH 
Filip Zadina [4-4-1-5]  
Zadina was on radar for being a top prospect for 2018, but what wasn't expected was him being the one 
of the top forwards in the whole tournament. Stirring the CZE drink, Zadina owns top pick type of body 
control in space and shot seeking movement. He leads the field in SOG with 22 - that's 5.50SOG/GP! 
Very skilled, very shifty - he has been such a revelation that he could draw consideration to be ranked 16-
20 in this year's draft. 
  
Ondrej Najman [4-3-3-6]  
Nearly all of point damage came in one game, but Najman has been a serviceable 2nd line type of C 
through the first 4. He's consistently good, and has differentiating puckhandling in open ice. He can make 
guys miss, and more important, is how mature he is along the boards and in traffic. Najman has been 
ahead of Reichel on the DraftBoard since January, and he's further solidifying that assessment.  
  

http://draftbuzzhockey.blogspot.com/2014/08/hockey-canada-u17-camp-top-25.html


Ondrej Kachyna [4-0-0-0]  
Has registered 0PTS and only 4SOG, but it's more how Kachyna is playing that's important. For whatever 
reason, Kachyna's tools are jumping off the sheet of ice when he shifts. He was noticeable at the WJAC, 
but not this noticeable. So agile, so mobile, he's piped into the attacking play and wants to step up and 
make something happen. With proper utilization, there might be more talk of Kachyna being the best 
offensive D for CZE. He's not perfect, and has to improve his defensive zone awareness, as well as how 
he attempts to use physicality on stands, but he's not a dense player and can learn. 
  

DENMARK 
Nikolaj Krag [4-1-4-5]  
Krag first emerged at the WJC U20 where he played well as an underager with quite a bit of mystery. Fast 
forward 4 months, things are clearer and he's doing what a top player does at a lower level: show mastery 
at plus PPG. The hands and skating combination Krag has doesn't fade as a playmaking forward. He has 
the potential to be considered a riser ala a bigger, less dynamic Dzierkals. 
  
Joachim Blichfeldt [4-3-0-3]  
Blichfeldt is a robust, 6'2 winger whose strength lies in his shot though he does have good offensive tools 
overall. His 12SOG leads DEN next top shooter by 4. Not just a stationary threat, he can deke on the fly 
and get to his shots with success. Krag is a good C and the right fit, but Blichfeldt is one of those players 
who you just wonder how much more he could produce on a stronger team.  
  

FINLAND 
Janne Kuokkanen [4-3-1-4]  
The top 'true' Finn past Laine/Puljujarvi, Kuokkanen has taken a leadership role and looks strong as a two 
way winger with speed. He has been a little more selfish with the puck and the results are showing with 
3G in 4GP.  
  
Eeli Tolvanen [4-3-1-4]  
Based on his play in the prelim round, Tolvanen could stand to rise from 18th OA in the latest 2017 
ranking. It's getting a little ridiculous how much of a sure shot he continues to show. No matter what angle 
he has, if he has even the most acute one, he's going to find twine with a sickening release. He's a little 
on the small side, with some room to grow in by next June's draft, but Finland will be advancing a mini-
Laine in 2017 based on how clutch he has been at every chance this year. 
  
Kristian Vesalainen [4-2-2-4] 
Has shown to be deserving of 9th OA in the latest 2017 ranking. Vesalainen is a big body who can skate 
really well. He loves to get out in open space with the puck and glide around looking for teammates to set 
up. At a PPG, Vesalainen might have a little more to give as he gets more comfortable past the prelim 
round. 
  

LATVIA 
Erlends Klavins [4-2-1-3]  
Klavins is the most skilled and effective forward LAT has as a PF who can handle the puck. He has been 
a top forward in the offensive zone, and one of the few able to generate quality chances with little help 
and a lot of pressure from better teams. 
  
Tomass Zeile [4-1-0-1]  
Zeile started off with a really strong first game, and has maintained his play well enough to have potential 
as a draft prospect. He plays hard with a physical edge, and makes smart decisions with the puck for the 
most part. He has some offense in him, as he likes to step up in the offensive zone and make a play if the 
puck should come to him. 
  
 
 
 
 



Mareks Mitens [3GP, .891SVS, 5.02GAA]  
Taking SWE to OT with 43 saves - many highlight reel - on 47 shots will be the performance to 
remember, instead of his 3G breakdown in 18minutes vs. RUS. The goals allowed vs. RUS were not 
horrific and another coach may have let him redeem himself. Unfortunately, the sample size was very 
small due to a rotation that favored netmate Grigals. He is a kid that even in one game showed the ability 
to carry a poor team like Latvia. 
  

RUSSIA 
Klim Kostin [4-0-3-3]  
Kostin's 3A don't do enough justice for the amount of skilled plays the 6'3 young winger is making. He is 
essentially leading a young U17 RUS squad and doing all he can to manufacture offense. Put him in 
USA/CAN lineup, and you would have one of the top scorers in the tournament. He's very crafty with the 
puck, and is able to playmake at a high level. He will undoubtedly rise into the top ten in the next 2017 
ranking update. 
  
Mark Rubinchik [3-1-0-1]  
Brace yourself for this one: Rubinchik has been RUS best defender, and yes, better than Sergachev. His 
lone goal was a beautiful shorty on a play that he started and finished by rushing up ice. Rubinchik has 
know how mentally and with the puck, and looks wise beyond his years right now. 
  
Yaroslav Alexeev [4-2-1-3]  
This is the second tournament in a row where Alexeev has taken a role as a gritty, do it all offensive 
winger, and this time it's even more impressive against U18s. He's tricky to spot as he blends in with short 
stature and moderate flair, but when you focus in on him he stands out immediately. He gets to the dirty 
areas and can surprise D because he can shoot as well as he can stickhandle and pass. Not fully there 
yet, but Alexeev seems to have a special quality about him to elevate when it's needed. 
  

SWITZERLAND 
Nico Hischier [4-1-3-4]  
Hischier has embraced the tough task of leading an impotent SUI team and has come out looking like a 
flashier Jost. The high speed, deke your pants off moves are there as much as the critically boring D zone 
chips/taps. Just as easily as he can shred free ice, Hischier can make plays with opponents hugging him. 
For many reasons, he will remain firmly established in the top ten 2017 ranking. 
  
Simon le Coultre [4-0-1-1] 
An interesting defender for his raw skating power and mobility, he's a peripheral show off for now who is 
hard to read. It's not clear whether he will become a dominant defenseman or never figure out his true 
capability. His hands are pretty good and work at a good clip, it's just there were too many broken plays 
or plays that slipped away. Potential top 60 for 2017. 
  

SLOVAKIA 
Samuel Solensky [4-3-0-4]  
The heartbeat of the Slovakian team isn't big at a generous 5'9, but lays it out there with a non stop motor 
and thirst to make a difference. Not afraid of contact and welcomes it though he finds mixed success. FIN 
figured him out, though he did spur SVK's big 4-3 win over CZE with not one but two breakaway chances 
rewarded as penalty shots (scored on one). One critique is Solensky can throw himself off balance with 
too much speed where his blades awkwardly kick up - said the same thing about Pastrnak in 2014 so go 
figure.  
  
Samuel Bucek [4-4-0-4] 
The story on Bucek is DraftBuzz had him top 20 after a fantastic Hlinka, then lost the excitement when he 
came to the USHL and looked slow. He has grown an inch or two, so just like Puljujarvi that may have 
affected his coordination. He has picked things right back up and landed in good graces as a pure 
finisher. Bucek has an uncanny sense for the shot and can deliver like a big game scoring forward. 
Another positive of his game is he doesn't wait around for the perfect shot, he's pretty good at handling 
the walls and coming off them for opportunity. Bucek is earning his way back into the 2017 top 30. 



SWEDEN 
Alex Nylander [4-3-5-8]  
Looks about the same physically, but is handling tougher areas better and looks more confident and sure 
of himself when he gets leaned on. Overall skill level is top line caliber, and the fact that he has eyes in 
the back of his head makes him difficult to defend because his shot is elite as well. Recognizes big 
moments and can deliver, giving SWE a chance to contend. 
  
Tim Liljegren [4-1-4-5] 
Liljegren is establishing himself as one of the elite defensive prospects in the world, and his 
safe projection to land in the top of the 2017 class is getting closer and closer to Patrick's. So good with 
the puck, with tremendous acceleration makes him a puck rushing phenom. He can settle down and 
manage the point and PP, having a lot of depth to his game. He can round out his skating to become 
more fluid, but there's not much downside to this kid's game. 
  
Elias Pettersson [4-0-5-5] 
What a pleasant surprise as Pettersson is an underager who is deserving of a top 6 forward label. His 5A 
tells his story, but how he is getting those stats tell a little more: Pettersson's work rate in the offensive 
zone is exceptional. He is great in the corners, and along the boards, with wiggle, dance, and hands to 
dish the puck with ease. He has launched himself into top 20 consideration for 2017. 
  

USA 
Logan Brown [4-1-7-8]  
Looks like a top ten pick with size, skating, passing, and plus play competitiveness. Brown's tournament 
has sort of been overwhelming: he's always been a little sketchy in tournaments/showcases, so for him to 
execute like a well rounded C is nice to see. He's getting to pucks in a different manner now, and is 
following through on plays that he didn't before. Looks really good down the middle.  
  
Clayton Keller [4-3-4-7] 
Keller is delivering exactly what has been expected of him since DraftBuzz ranked him 5th last June in 
the preliminary ranking. He can do it all, it's just he's not that big. He has the makeup of a star, making 
other players better and knowing when a big play is needed. He has the dominant skill to strike at the 
right time. 
  
Adam Fox [4-1-5-6] 
Unquestionably the best offensive defenseman the U18 team has, and is giving scouts who expected 
weak defense fits as they need to reassess his forecast. Fox has been making elite reads of the ice in all 
three zones, and isn't being pushed around. By all means, this U18 is offering parallels of Fox to an 
American Saarijarvi who won't fall past the third round. 
  
Kailer Yamamoto [4-5-4-9] 
Yamamoto has been more substance than flash and that's a good thing. He has no problem getting to the 
front of the net, and can make plays with pressure. He has a good read of the movement of 
Brown/Mittelstadt, and isn't a one dimensional forward just looking for the highlight. That said, Brown has 
been the driver of the line and some of KY's points are of the easy 'collecting' variety.  
  
Casey Mittelstadt [4-3-2-5] 
Mittelstadt might fool some people into thinking he isn't as good as he is because of his style of play right 
now. He is such a good stickhandler with dribble and shoot composure that he doesn't have to run around 
with his head cut off to make highlights. He just needs a little space to take one crisp step and then he's 
off to finishing with authority. Stick skills are tremendous and really like the hockey sense he's showing to 
gel incredibly well with Brown/Yamamoto in such a short time. 


